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ABSTRACT

Augmented Reality applications allow users to view real-world ele-
ments augmented by virtual content. Providing appropriate manip-
ulation techniques for virtual objects has the potential to enhance
user performance, decrease task completion time, and elicit a more
positive user experience. With a goal of establishing guidelines to
inform the selection of manipulation metaphors for the develop-
ment of AR interfaces, we compared physical and touch manipula-
tion metaphors for zoom and rotation techniques. Qualitative and
quantitative data on user preferences and performance were gath-
ered from a within-subjects user study that utilized frame markers
for registering and rendering 3D artifacts. Results indicated that
the non-mixed metaphor interfaces performed the best with regard
to task completion time, accuracy, and user preference in terms of
intuitiveness and ease of use.

Index Terms: H.5.1 [INFORMATION INTERFACES AND PRE-
SENTATION]: Multimedia Information Systems—Artificial, aug-
mented, and virtual realities;

1 INTRODUCTION

We conducted a user study exploring physical viewing and vir-
tual object manipulation metaphors implemented with multi-touch
screen interactions for AR interfaces. Each metaphor supports in-
teraction techniques for object zooming and rotation (6DOF) of vir-
tual 3D objects (e.g. cultural artifacts) through a tablet display from
all sides and at different scales. This distinction between physi-
cal and virtual techniques set up several trade-offs and hypotheses
about the naturalism of AR 3D user interactions.

In the 3DUI design space, one input device taxonomy distin-
guishes between the integrated and separated degrees of freedom
(DOF) of input devices as the main classification criteria. The de-
sign space of multiple DOF devices is still largely unexplored, leav-
ing room for the study of integrated and separated solutions or com-
binations of device manipulation techniques [3, 5]. Research has
examined finding appropriate manipulation techniques and scenar-
ios for user studies [1]. An Asus Infinity tablet was used in our
study for its quality display and light form factor. When provid-
ing augmented material to users, ideally there would be seamless
integration, enabling users to naturally interact with AR content.
There are many approaches on how to reference the physical world
and sync and manipulate AR content [6, 2, 4]. Successful design
choices rely on user understanding of the mapping between what
they wish to accomplish and how they can accomplish it.
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Figure 1: Application usage

Table 1: Application interface combinations

2 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Are there quantitative or qualitative advantages of using one
manipulation metaphor technique or combination of manipula-
tion metaphor techniques for interface interaction of a 3D Aug-
mented Reality application? We analyzed the techniques with
regard to accuracy, task completion time, and user preference. We
hypothesized that non-mixed interfaces, physical zoom paired with
physical rotation and pinch zoom paired with touch rotation, would
perform the best. We believed the mixed pairings would be coun-
terintuitive since the metaphors work in different frames, normal
physical interactions versus touch screen interactions. When indi-
vidually assessing the techniques, we assumed users would prefer
the swipe rotation and pinch zoom due to the prevalence of these
interactions in devices and the fatigue from using physical manipu-
lations.

Our AR application for viewing 3D models was developed in
Unity with the Qualcomm Vuforia AR toolkit. An Asus Infinity Pad
was used along with printed frame marker cards, mapped to display
one of thirty 3D cultural artifact models. The models are replicas of
artifacts from the Victoria and Albert Museum, London developed
by the 3D-COFORM project. The only identifying aspects on the
frame marker cards were the printed 2D text, the title, time period,
place of origin of the artifact, and assigned ID number.

The four techniques include physical zoom, pinch zoom, physi-
cal rotation, and finger swipe rotation. For physical zoom, the user
physically alters the distance between the tablet and frame marker.
The two-finger pinch zoom uses two fingers for the traditional out-
ward pull for magnification or inward closure for shrinking. For
physical rotation, the user moves the device or rotates the frame
marker. The single finger touch rotation allows any directional fin-
ger swipe starting on the object. These were mixed to create four
interfaces with zoom and rotation capabilities. The combinations
and names can be seen in Table 1. Each participant completed tasks
with all four interfaces. The tasks involved inspection of the 3D ar-
tifacts and were varied by counting, search and find, comparison,
and detail processing/interpretation task type categories.
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3 USER STUDY & RESULTS

For the within-subjects user study, interface order was counterbal-
anced. Users had a demo and answered eight questions, two of each
task type for each interface with a set of new frame markers. They
filled out a survey after each interface and a final survey at the end.
A total of 22 student users of seven different nationalities partici-
pated, 3 female and 19 male. Ages ranged from 19 to 35 averaging
22.5. All had gaming experience and 19 of 22 had very little to no
Virtual Environments or AR experience.

Accuracy For accuracy, user responses were analyzed for cor-
rect details and relevance. None and Both outperformed the Pinch
and Touch interfaces in all tasks except the Comparison. An
ANOVA analysis was done and a Levenes test resulted in an F-
value of 26.972 (p < 0.0001). There was a significant difference
between both interfaces and task types. A significant interface ef-
fect (F = 6.254, p < 0.0001) was found. A significant task effect
with an F-value of 17.046 (p < 0.0001) indicated a difference be-
tween the task types. For the Counting, Search, and Interpretation
tasks, there are significant interaction effects among the interfaces.

Speed Taking the mean times for all task types per interface,
the interfaces with the fastest and slowest completion times were
the None and Pinch, respectively. An ANOVA analysis was done
and a Levene’s test produced an F-value of 7.718 (p < 0.0001),
showing a significant difference between the interfaces and be-
tween the task types. The interaction effect shows an F-value of
13.66 (p < 0.0001) indicating a significant interaction effect of in-
terfaces and task type on task time. A significant interface effect
(F = 19.201, p < 0.0001) was also found. A significant task effect
for time was also found with an F-value of 74.737 (p < 0.0001).
A Tukey post-hoc test indicated that every pairwise comparison for
every task type was statistically significant with all p values < 0.05.

User Preference Participants rated each interface for ease of
use and intuitiveness based on a Likert scale with 7 being the high-
est. The rankings for ease of use were None (5.09), Touch (5.00),
Both (4.73), and Pinch (4.59). For intuitiveness, the rankings were
None (6.23), Touch (5.00), Both (5.00), and Pinch (4.73). Partic-
ipants also rated each isolated technique per interface. The Touch
interface techniques were highest rated for ease of use, although the
touch rotation for this interface was one of the two lowest rated for
intuitiveness. The Both interface techniques were rated lowest for
ease of use and intuitiveness, along with the Pinch interface pinch
zoom and the Touch interface touch rotation. The None interface
techniques had the overall highest average ratings for intuitiveness.
Users also gave their favorite interface and individual manipulation
techniques. The favorite interface was tied at 32% for the Both and
Touch interfaces with the Pinch and None interfaces tying at 18%.
For rotation, the touch rotation came first at 59% with 36% prefer-
ring the physical and 5% having no preference. The physical and
pinch zoom techniques tied at 41% with 18% having no preference.

4 DISCUSSION

Both of the non-mixed metaphor interfaces outshined the mixed
metaphor interfaces in the categories of accuracy, speed, and in-
tuitiveness. A summary of the interface rankings and attribute find-
ings can be seen in Table 2. The non-mixed metaphor interfaces
were shown to outperform the mixed metaphor interfaces in the ar-
eas of speed and accuracy. In fact, the None interface, or physical
zoom and physical rotation combination, had the fastest average
completion times and the Both interface had the overall fastest com-
pletion time for a task. For task performance, the Both interface had
the highest percentages of correct answers across all task types fol-
lowed closely by the None interface, which tied the Both interface
in every task type except the Counting task.

The category for user preference had the None, non-mixed
metaphor interface, as the highest ranking interface for both ease

of use and intuitiveness. Further, the None interface was noted
by many participants as being the most natural and leading to a
more immersive experience. The two favorite interfaces were a
non-mixed and a mixed metaphor interface, the Both and Touch.
Overall, the users preferred the finger touch rotational technique
over the physical rotation while the pinch zoom and physical zoom
techniques were tied. This supported why the user preferred inter-
face was a tie between the Both and Touch. These interfaces in-
cluded the favorite rotational technique paired with both the pinch
zoom and physical zoom techniques respectively.

Table 2: Interface Rankings and Attributes

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The results and analysis of this cultural heritage application of an
AR interface revealed many insights related to task completion
time, accuracy, and user preference. There were rich and significant
relationships between these interfaces and users’ objective perfor-
mance and subjective ratings. In general, these support the notion
that 3DUI metaphors should not be mixed in AR manipulation tech-
niques. However, users rated the mixed Touch interface high for
ease of use and as a favorite, suggesting a level of engagement that
might offset raw performance advantages. Our results are applica-
ble to 3D user interface manipulation techniques in AR applications
and in the broader fields of human computer interaction, augmented
reality, and virtual environments. As we continue to use tablet de-
vices and develop new technologies for user manipulation and 3D
modeling, further study into metaphors will be required in order
to enable positive user experiences and enhanced performance in
terms of speed, accuracy, and other measures.
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